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It’s not often that you hear
kids talk about innovation
and ideation in relation to the
future of entrepreneurship.
Joey, 16, and Heidi Hudicka,
11, are not your average kids.
They’ve been entrepreneurs
most of their lives and have
married their love for
entrepreneurship with their
appreciation for innovation.
These young inventors have

created games such as OUTTA
THIS WORLD!™ to teach
both children and adults
complex business concepts.
This award winning brother
and sister duo are finalists for
the International Business
Learning Game Awards which
will be held in Portugal. Heidi
and Joey are also winners of
the National Association of

the Parenting Product Award.
With more projects on the
horizon including the March 16,
2019 New Jersey Invention
Convention in partnership with
STEMIE, these young inventors
are just getting started.
What sparked your love for
entrepreneurship?
Joey: My love for
entrepreneurship began when I
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didn't know what the word meant. When I
was 8 I created my first app for the app store
based off checkers and chess. In the first year
we were selling in 60 countries, more
countries than I will ever go to, and was listed
on the front page in the app store. It was
exciting to see people from all over the world
be in love with something that I was
passionate about and loved to make. Seeing
something that I started impact people so
much made me fall in love with
entrepreneurship.
Heidi: When I was 4 I made clothes for my
American Girl Dolls. I was doing it for fun
and I didn't know
.
that
I was doing
something that was
entrepreneurial, but
I loved it.
Tell us about Fizzee
Labs. What is your
mission? What does
the company do?
Joey: Fizzee Labs is
the brainchild from our entrepreneurial
experiences. We have been doing this since
we were very little. The biggest issue we
experienced was trying to explain what we
were doing to our friends, they didn’t
understand the business terms or what
innovation or entrepreneurship was. We
asked ourselves, “How do we help kids learn
about business and the language of business
and innovation in a fun way?” We came up
with Fizzee Labs.
Heidi: We came up with our name from the
Fizzy Lifting Room in the Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. We had a whiteboard next
to our television and thought, we better write
that down.

Fizzee Lab’s signature games are Outta this
World! and Launch!. Describe these 2
games. What is the objective of each one?
What do you hope people gain from
playing these games?
Joey: The plot of OUTTA THIS WORLD!™
is you are on a journey to find the next rock
to live on. On the journey you have to pitch
your ideas to get to the next rock. As you go
along your journey you earn money. The
premise of the game is innovation under
duress. You have to create and pitch
your ideas extremely fast. Launch! is similar
to Trivial Pursuit. You are on a series of
islands and you have to journey through the
the islands by growing your
products and presenting
them to the public. The
idea is to learn hard
business terms and the
concepts of
entrepreneurship.
Heidi: We hope people will
learn the 4 c’s;
collaboration,
communication, confidence and creativity
and also innovation.
Joey: We got the idea from the board games
that were in our closet. We have this huge
board game closet and every few months the
games start to fall down. One day the
Monopoly game fell and we said to
ourselves, this would be a great way to make
business games fun. I would say that we
came up with the concept by talking to our
friends and parents and people we knew to
build on our ideas. The ideas we come up
with allow you to take a sharpie and
cardboard and create the prototypes. People
are amazed at how quickly you can invent
something.
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WHEN I WAS 4 I MADE CLOTHES FOR MY
AMERICAN GIRL DOLLS. I WAS DOING IT
FOR FUN AND I DIDN'T KNOW THAT I
WAS DOING SOMETHING THAT WAS
ENTREPRENEURIAL, BUT I LOVED IT.

Why is innovation such an important
part of entrepreneurship?
Joey: I would say the 2 terms are
married to each other. You can’t have
entrepreneurship without innovation.
Entrepreneurship creates awesome
ideas but there is always a flaw.
Innovation helps you to fix those
flaws.
Do you think it’s important for kids
to explore entrepreneurship? Why
or why not?
Joey: Of course! We feel that in the

next couple of years companies are
going to look for employees that have
an entrepreneurial mindset. People
are already starting to have two jobs,
their side hustle if you will.
Companies are going to expect their
employees to come up with awesome
ideas. We feel that it is very important
for kids to learn now as they prepare
to go into the workforce.
What do you love most about being
young innovators?
Joey: I love when we do events. We
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MY LOVE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
BEGAN WHEN I DIDN’T KNOW WHAT THE
WORD MEANT. WHEN I WAS 8 I CREATED
MY FIRST APP FOR THE APP STORE BASED
OFF CHECKERS AND CHESS.

do events for kids from elementary
to high school and even corporate
events. I love when I get to see the
kids’ transformations when playing
the games. I love when they learn
while having fun and seeing the
fruits of what we do.

What has been the most challenging?
Heidi: For me, It has been ageism
because some people don’t think you can
innovate when you are super young. I
remember one time when I went to a
meeting they asked me if I wanted to play
with Lego’s instead of be in the meeting.

Heidi: For me, it’s when we share
our stories and get to see how happy
and inspired people are when they
hear them. It is also amazing to see
how creative people are when they
play our games.

Joey: In that very same meeting Heidi
took control of the meeting. She was
running the show.
Learn more about Fizzee Labs at
https://www.fizzeelabs.com.
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